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Spellbinding collection 
of celebrated characters, 
magical creatures and 
dark forces

Technical Details
Stamp format Landscape

Stamp size 37mm x 35mm

Number per sheet 25/50

Design True North

Printer Cartor Security Printers

Print process Lithography

Perforations 14 x 14.5

Phosphor Bars as appropriate 

Gum PVA

Technical Details
Stamp size, format (perforations) 
Hedwig and Aragog 60mm x 21mm, 
landscape (14.5 x 14.5); Dobby: 27mm x 
37mm, portrait (14 x 14); Crookshanks 
and Buckbeak: 41mm x 30mm, 
landscape (14.5 x 14); Fawkes: 35mm x 
35mm, square (14.5 x 14.5)

Miniature Sheet size 192mm x 74mm

Design True North

Printer Cartor Security Printers

Print process Lithography

Phosphor All over

Gum Self-adhesive

1 Mint Stamp Set  |  AS10700  £12.50

•  Ten First Class stamps capture the pulse-pounding spectacle of the Battle of Hogwarts – the 
culminating fight between good and evil.

•  Harry Potter and fellow members of the Order of the Phoenix appear alongside Lord Voldemort 
and his followers, including fearsome Death Eaters Bellatrix Lestrange and Fenrir Greyback.

2 Miniature Sheet  |  MZ192  £7.50

•  The Creatures and Beings Miniature Sheet celebrates magical 
characters from the Wizarding World.

•  The beautifully illustrated souvenir's six stamps include 
big-hearted house-elf Dobby, Harry’s pet snowy owl Hedwig 
and other beloved figures set against a starry backdrop depicting 
sketched renderings of spell books, Hogwarts and more.

•  Four First Class landscape stamps, one First Class portrait 
stamp and one First Class square stamp.

1 2

First Class Ron Weasley and the Weasley Twins
First Class Minerva McGonagall and Kingsley Shacklebolt
First Class Harry Potter and Ginny Weasley 
First Class Neville Longbottom and Luna Lovegood
First Class Hermione Granger and Molly Weasley
First Class Bellatrix Lestrange and Narcissa Malfoy
First Class Fenrir Greyback and Scabior
First Class Lord Voldemort and A Death Eater
First Class Severus Snape and Alecto Carrow
First Class Draco Malfoy and Gregory Goyle

First Class Hedwig
First Class Aragog
First Class Dobby
First Class Crookshanks
First Class Fawkes
First Class Buckbeak

Step into the magical world once again 
with a thrilling set of Special Stamps and 
limited-edition souvenirs celebrating the 
wizarding film series that continues to 
captivate audiences worldwide. 

We’re bringing the forces of good and evil 
to life with 10 new stamps featuring an 
assembly of iconic witches and wizards, 
including Harry, Ron, Hermione and even 
the Dark Lord himself. You’ll also discover 
a beautifully illustrated Creatures and 
Beings Miniature Sheet.

Encounter fan-favourite characters inside 
a stunning Presentation Pack and across 
a range of colourful collectibles, including 
framed prints, a Gold Stamp Ingot and a 
unique Souvenir Art Print Folder.

Imagine travelling by Portkey to revisit 
the dramatic finale that cemented the 
enduring legacy of an enchanting film 
series and reminded audiences that 
“Happiness can be found, even in the 
darkest of times, if one only remembers 
to turn on the light”.

1 Mint Stamp Set  |  AS10700  £12.50

1

To order call 03457 641 641 (UK)1 +44 3457 641 641 (Overseas)2 or visit royalmail.com/harrypotter 0302 See the full range online at royalmail.com/shop



5 Presentation Pack  |  AP529  £20.90

•  A spellbinding fold-out souvenir containing the complete 
collection of 10 Harry Potter stamps and the Creatures and Beings 
Miniature Sheet’s six stamps.

•  The main set’s 10 stamps feature key characters from the films.

•  The Miniature Sheet, in a separate carrier, includes magical illustrations 
of beloved creatures and beings from the series.

•  A fact-filled information sheet contains short biographies 
exploring the roles played by various characters in the fight 
between good and evil. 

5

43

A limited 
edition of 

10,000

A limited 
edition of 

10,000

4 Stamp Pack – Evil  |  AS10700D  £12.80

•  The Dark Lord and followers appear on 10 First Class stamps presented 
in a souvenir pack with protective strips.

•  Stamps featuring iconic and infamous characters are set against a 
dramatic carrier background of anti-hero Severus Snape and Lord 
Voldemort in the climactic final duel against The Boy Who Lived. 

•  A thrilling collectible, perfect for fans of He-Who-Must-Not-be-Named.

• Limited to just 10,000 sets. 

3 Stamp Pack – Good  |  AS10700C  £12.80

•  A thrilling collection of 10 First Class stamps presenting popular 
characters from Dumbledore’s Army and the Order of the Phoenix. 

•  An action-packed collectible set against a carrier depicting wizarding 
heroes Harry Potter and Neville Longbottom in the epic final showdown 
against Lord Voldemort. 

•  An ideal gift for any Harry Potter fan.

• Limited to just 10,000 sets. 

04 See the full range online at royalmail.com/harrypotter To order call 03457 641 641 (UK)1 +44 3457 641 641 (Overseas)2 or visit royalmail.com/harrypotter 05



7 First Day Cover Miniature Sheet  |  MF184  £9.65

•  The Harry Potter Creatures and Beings Miniature Sheet on an envelope 
personalised with the name, address and postmark of your choice.

•  The stamps feature unique illustrations set against a starry night 
backdrop with line drawings of Hogwarts, Harry Potter’s wand and more.

•  Inside the special-edition envelope is an information card with the 
stamps’ specifications and an exploration of the Deathly Hallows films.

• Available until 19 October 2023.

8 First Day Cover  |  AF508  £15.65

•  A unique time-limited collectible personalised with the name 
and address of your choice.

•  All 10 main Harry Potter stamps cancelled with your preferred 
special edition postmark on the first day of issue, 19 October 2023. 

•  Your First Day Envelope features the issue’s title alongside an 
image of Hogwarts under attack from the forces of evil.

•  Inside is the information card recounting the story of the 
epic two-part Deathly Hallows films and featuring the 
stamps’ specifications.

8

76

Yo u r  n a m e  a n d 
a d d r e s s  w i l l
b e  p r i n t e d  h e r e

Yo u r  n a m e  a n d 
a d d r e s s  w i l l
b e  p r i n t e d  h e r e

Yo u r  n a m e  a n d 
a d d r e s s  w i l l
b e  p r i n t e d  h e r e

Choose your postmark
The Tallents House Postmark features a line illustration of 
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry and the issue 
date. The alternative postmark includes the Hogwarts school 
crest, representing each of the four houses of Hogwarts: 
Gryffindor, Slytherin, Hufflepuff and Ravenclaw. This includes 
the customised postmark location of Hallow, Worcester, in 
reference to the Deathly Hallows. 

Standard
postmark

Alternative
postmark

Choose your handstamp

Only 
available until 

19 October 
2023

Only 
available until 

19 October 
2023

Only 
available until 

19 October 
2023

6 Prestige First Day Cover  |  HF106  £5.00

•  The Definitive pane of six stamps from the Harry Potter Prestige 
Stamp Book cancelled with your preferred special edition 
postmark on the first day of issue, 19 October 2023. 

•  Your First Day Envelope is personalised with the name and 
address of your choice and contains the issue’s information card.

First Day Cover collection
Personalised Harry Potter souvenirs to collect and cherish.

06 See the full range online at royalmail.com/harrypotter To order call 03457 641 641 (UK)1 +44 3457 641 641 (Overseas)2 or visit royalmail.com/harrypotter 07



11 Stamp Sheet Souvenir  |  AW257  £9.65

•  A non-personalised version of the Creatures and Beings Miniature Sheet 
First Day Cover cancelled with the alternative postmark and containing the 
issue’s information card.

• On sale until 17 January 2024.

14 Gold Miniature Sheet  |  MZ196  £149.99

•  A remarkable limited-edition replica of the Creatures and Beings 
Miniature Sheet finished in gold.

•  This stunning souvenir includes a bespoke, gold-foiled 
presentation case and a numbered certificate of 
authenticity featuring Dobby the House-Elf. 

•  Limited to just 2,000 sheets. 

119

Available 
until 

17 January 
2024

Available 
until 

17 January 
2024

9 Stamp Souvenir  |  AW256  £15.65

•  A non-personalised version of the Harry Potter First Day Cover 
cancelled with the alternative Hallow, Worcester, postmark and 
containing the issue’s information card.

• On sale until 17 January 2024.

10 First Day Envelope  |  AE464  £0.30

•  The First Day Envelope with an information card containing the stamp 
set and Miniature Sheet specifications. 

12 Miniature Sheet First Day Envelope  |  ME180  £0.30

•  The Creatures and Beings Miniature Sheet First Day Envelope featuring 
the issue’s title set against charming imagery of Hogwarts at night.

• Includes the information card.

13 Gold Stamp Ingot  |  AG015  £49.99

•  A stunning reproduction of the Harry Potter stamp plated in genuine 
24-carat gold with perforated edging to give the unique appearance 
of a stamp.

•  The front of the stamp ingot featuring the original Harry Potter image 
has been printed in full colour with reserved areas of gold for the 
King’s effigy and value. 

•  The reverse design features the quote ‘THESE ARE DARK TIMES’ 
enclosed by a circle of snakes, reminiscent of The Dark Mark, 
Lord Voldemort’s calling card. 

•  The stamp ingot is held securely inside a capsule and presented in a 
premium box with an individually numbered certificate of authenticity.

• Limited to only 5,000 editions. 

13

14

This stunning souvenir includes a bespoke, gold-foiled 
presentation case and a numbered certificate of presentation case and a numbered certificate of 

A limited 
edition of 
just 2,000

08 See the full range online at royalmail.com/harrypotter To order call 03457 641 641 (UK)1 +44 3457 641 641 (Overseas)2 or visit royalmail.com/harrypotter 09



17 Limited Edition Prestige Stamp Book  |  YB116  £49.99

•  A host of unique and exciting features make this limited-edition 
collectible a souvenir to cherish for Harry Potter fans and collectors.

•  The 24-page Prestige Stamp Book is presented in a bespoke 
protective folder with a gold foiled cover. 

•  Each publication is individually numbered.

•  Contains all 10 stamps and the Miniature Sheet perforated as panes, 
along with an extra pane of definitive stamps unique to this issue.

• Also features a set of six special Spells and Charms postcards.

• Limited to a print run of only 5,000 copies. 

15 Souvenir Art Print Folder  |  AW258  £24.99

•  A captivating and highly distinctive collectible 
featuring all 10 main Harry Potter Special Stamps 
and a high-quality enlarged print of each stamp.

•  Each stamp is cancelled with its own 
unique cachet mark.

•  This unique souvenir also includes an enlarged 
Creatures and Beings Miniature Sheet print and 
an individually numbered certificate of authenticity. 

•  A striking composite image of The Boy who Lived 
and He-Who-Must-Not-be-Named adorns the front 
cover of The Battle of Hogwarts souvenir folder.

• Limited to a print run of only 5,000 issues. 

16 Prestige Stamp Book  |  YB115  £25.25

•  A remarkable 24-page collectible packed with artwork, stamps 
and stories exploring the dark magic behind the horcruxes and the 
Golden Trio’s perilous quest to find them, destroy them and defeat 
the Dark Lord.

•  Featuring all 10 Special Stamps, the Miniature Sheet’s collection 
of six Creatures and Beings stamps and a Definitive pane of stamps 
unique to this issue. 

• A charming, fact-filled souvenir, perfect for fans to treasure. 

featuring all 10 main Harry Potter Special Stamps 

an individually numbered certificate of authenticity. 

A striking composite image of The Boy who Lived 
and He-Who-Must-Not-be-Named adorns the front 

A limited 
edition of 
only 5,000

17

16

15
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Medal Cover 
handstamp

Medal Cover 
handstamp

18 Dobby the House-Elf Medal Cover  |  AM110  £19.99

•  A limited-edition keepsake celebrating a beloved character and Harry 
Potter’s close friend, Dobby the House-Elf.

•  This exclusive silver-plated medal is struck with a colour-printed image 
of Dobby on the front and the iconic quote ‘Dobby has no master; Dobby 
is a free elf’ paired with a symbolic illustration of the sock that freed him 
on the reverse.

•  Set within a customised envelope decorated with artwork and featuring 
the full Creatures and Beings Miniature Sheet, cancelled with a bespoke 
‘Free Dobby’ handstamp.

•  Strictly limited availability – just 5,000 individually numbered medal 
covers issued worldwide. 

A limited 
edition of 
only 5,000

A limited 
edition of 
only 5,000

Harry Potter Medal Covers
Friends, foes and unlikely heroes feature on these highly collectible, 
limited-edition souvenirs.

19  Harry Potter vs Lord Voldemort: The Final Duel Medal Cover 
AM109  £19.99 

•  A limited-edition souvenir to captivate Harry Potter fans.

•  This custom silver-plated medal is struck with a colour-printed 
image depicting Harry Potter and Lord Voldemort on the front 
and the ‘EXPELLIARMUS!’ charm on the back.

•  Set within a customised envelope adorned with artwork and 
featuring all 10 Harry Potter Special Stamps, cancelled with 
a bespoke Spellbrook, Bishop’s Stortford, handstamp.

•  Strictly limited availability – just 5,000 medal covers 
issued worldwide.

1918

12 See the full range online at royalmail.com/harrypotter To order call 03457 641 641 (UK)1 +44 3457 641 641 (Overseas)2 or visit royalmail.com/harrypotter 13



22 Fan Sheet Lord Voldemort  |  S1033  £7.50

•  A fearsome souvenir featuring the Dark Lord, glaring and 
intent, ready for the final duel against The Boy Who Lived. 

•  Contains three First Class perforated mint stamps depicting 
Lord Voldemort and A Death Eater.

•  Strictly limited availability – just 5,000 individually numbered 
sheets available. Dimensions: 210mm x 297mm.

21 Fan Sheet Dobby  |  S1034  £7.50

•  The Dobby fan sheet features Dobby the house-elf, beloved 
character and Harry Potter’s friend.

•  Contains four First Class perforated stamps depicting Dobby 
the house-elf.

•  Strictly limited availability – just 5,000 individually numbered 
sheets available. Dimensions: 210mm x 297mm.

20 Collectors Sheet  |  AT152  £13.70

•  Labels featuring scenes from the final two Harry Potter films 
appear alongside the 10 Harry Potter stamps in this poignant 
and eye-catching souvenir. 

•  The self-adhesive stamps and labels are set against a backdrop 
depicting the harrowing moment when the once-impenetrable 
Hogwarts fell to Lord Voldemort and his army of Death Eaters. 

23 Harry Potter Fan Sheet  |  S1032  £7.50

•  A dramatic collectible depicting a determined Harry, ready 
for the final stand against Lord Voldemort. 

•  Featuring three First Class perforated mint stamps with 
Harry Potter and Ginny Weasley.

•  Strictly limited availability – just 5,000 individually numbered 
sheets available. Dimensions: 210mm x 297mm.

Limited 
to 5,000 

individually 
numbered 

sheets

Limited 
to 5,000 

individually 
numbered 

sheets

Limited 
to 5,000 

individually 
numbered 

sheets

20 21 22 23

14 See the full range online at royalmail.com/harrypotter To order call 03457 641 641 (UK)1 +44 3457 641 641 (Overseas)2 or visit royalmail.com/harrypotter 15



25 Framed Collectors Sheet  |  N3349  £34.99

•  Ten Special Stamps featuring memorable characters from the beloved series 
of stories alongside labels depicting key scenes from the final two films. 

•  The stamps and labels are set against a backdrop of Hogwarts as its 
protective enchantments fall to the dark forces.

• Mounted in a premium black frame.

• Dimensions: 31.5cm x 43.5cm. 

24 Framed Stamp Print  |  N3350  £79.99

•  A spectacular souvenir recalling the culminating battle between 
Harry Potter and the forces of evil. 

•  Featuring an enlarged print of the Harry and Ginny Weasley 
First Class stamp, mounted in a premium black frame. 

• Detailed perforations display the depth of this unique collectible.

• Dimensions: 35.9cm x 34.5cm.

26 Framed Stamps and Miniature Sheet  |  N3348  £44.99

•  The complete set of Special Stamps mounted in a premium 
frame alongside the Creatures and Beings Miniature Sheet.

•  Famous witches, wizards and magical creatures are set against a 
backdrop of an eerie Hogwarts at night surrounded by Dementors.

• Dimensions: 33.5cm x 26.5cm. 

27 Framed Stamps  |  N3347  £34.99

•  The complete set of 10 stamps capturing fan-favourite 
witches and wizards from the acclaimed film series.

•  The Special Stamps are set against a spectacular rendering 
of a burning Hogwarts at its moment of reckoning during the 
Final Battle.

• Mounted in a premium frame.

• Dimensions: 33.5cm x 23.5cm. 

Framed Harry Potter Souvenirs
Wonderful keepsakes to display and treasure for fans of the Wizarding World.

24

26

25

27

16 See the full range online at royalmail.com/harrypotter To order call 03457 641 641 (UK)1 +44 3457 641 641 (Overseas)2 or visit royalmail.com/harrypotter 17
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No. Product name Code Price Qty Total

20 Collectors Sheet AT152 £13.70 £
21 Fan Sheet Dobby S1034 £7.50 £
22 Fan Sheet Lord Voldemort S1033 £7.50 £
23 Harry Potter Fan Sheet S1032 £7.50 £
24 Framed Stamp Print * N3350 £79.99 £
25 Framed Collectors Sheet * N3349 £34.99 £
26 Framed Stamps and Miniature Sheet * N3348 £44.99 £
27 Framed Stamps * N3347 £34.99 £
28 Press Sheet * PZ074 £90.00 £
29 Set of 17 Postcards AQ345 £7.65 £
30 First Class Full Sheet – Good AS10700AFS £62.50 £
31 First Class Half Sheet – Good AS10700AHS £31.25 £
32 First Class Full Sheet – Evil AS10700BFS £62.50 £
33 First Class Half Sheet – Evil AS10700BHS £31.25 £

Subtotal £

Postage £

Total £

No. Product name Code Price Qty Total
Orders of First Day Covers, Stamp Souvenirs and Stamp Sheet Souvenirs only, do not attract a handling fee.†

1 Mint Stamp Set AS10700 £12.50 £
2 Miniature Sheet MZ192 £7.50 £
3 Stamp Pack – Good AS10700C £12.80 £
4 Stamp Pack – Evil AS10700D £12.80 £
5 Presentation Pack AP529 £20.90 £
6 Prestige First Day Cover 

  – Standard postmark HF106 £5.00 £
  – Alternative postmark HF106 £5.00 £

7 First Day Cover Miniature Sheet 
  – Standard postmark MF184 £9.65 £
  – Alternative postmark MF184 £9.65 £

8 First Day Cover 
  – Standard postmark AF508 £15.65 £
  – Alternative postmark AF508 £15.65 £

9 Stamp Souvenir AW256 £15.65 £
10 First Day Envelope AE464 £0.30 £
11 Stamp Sheet Souvenir AW257 £9.65 £
12 Miniature Sheet First Day Envelope ME180 £0.30 £
13 Gold Stamp Ingot * AG015 £49.99 £
14 Gold Miniature Sheet * MZ196 £149.99 £
15 Souvenir Art Print Folder AW258 £24.99 £
16 Prestige Stamp Book YB115 £25.25 £
17 Limited Edition Prestige Stamp Book * YB116 £49.99 £
18 Dobby the House-Elf Medal Cover AM110 £19.99 £
19 Harry Potter vs Lord Voldemort Medal Cover AM109 £19.99 £
† Other orders attract one of the following handling fees: UK £1.45, Europe £1.55, Rest of World £2.15. For bulky handling 
fees: UK £2.95, Europe £5.00, Rest of World £14.00. One fee will be charged per order, per address. The bulky handling fee 
will apply to mixed orders where at least one of the products is a bulky item.

Visa Mastercard Maestro

Post – opt out Telephone – opt out Email – opt out Text – opt out

Tick here if your order is a gift (please provide address on a separate sheet)

Card number

Cardholder’s signature

Contact telephone number

Your customer number

Email

Date

Valid from Expiry date

We may, on occasion, still need to send you important service messages. Royal Mail takes your privacy and 
security very seriously. For more details please read our Privacy Policy at royalmail.com/privacy-policy

Royal Mail Group Ltd, registered in England and Wales, number 4138203, registered office: 
185 Farringdon Road, London, EC1A 1AA.

Cheque/Postal Order (made 
payable to Royal Mail Group Ltd)

Debit my Royal Mail 
Account (including by VDD)

Order in a way that suits you
Due to high demand for our products, you may find it more convenient to place 
your order at royalmail.com/harrypotter
Complete the order form or use a separate sheet of paper, including your debit/credit card details, 
cheque or postal order and send to Freepost ROYAL MAIL STAMPS AND COLLECTIBLES. If 
posting from overseas, return your form to Royal Mail Stamps and Collectibles, PO Box 1373, 
SUNDERLAND, SR5 9PG, United Kingdom (stamp required). You can also order online at 
royalmail.com/harrypotter or by phone on 03457 641 6411 (+44 3457 641 6412 from 
overseas). Phone lines are open between 8.30am and 5pm, Monday to Friday. 
1Calls made from the UK are charged at the standard network rate. 
2Please contact your network provider to check what rate may apply before making a call.
By completing the order form you agree to Royal Mail’s Terms and Conditions, which can be found 
at royalmail.com/stamps-termsandconditions or requested using the contact details on this 
order form. We aim to deliver products in the UK within 7-10 working days of receiving your order, 
subject to availability and delivery option(s). You may return products or cancel your order for any 
reason (except personalised products). Please contact us first so that we can help you with any 
cancellation or return. Where products are not faulty, returns should be made within 30 days. 
If you have a general enquiry, please go to royalmail.com/stampsenquiries
If you would like to send a personalised First Day Cover as a gift, please add the recipient’s 
name and address on a separate piece of paper and enclose along with your order form. 

Royal Mail Group would like to keep in touch with you about our products, services and offers that 
might interest you, unless you have indicated an objection to receiving such communication by ticking 
the relevant box(es) below and returning to Freepost ROYAL MAIL STAMPS AND COLLECTIBLES. 
Please include your customer account number, name and address. If posting from overseas, Royal Mail 
Stamps and Collectibles, PO Box 1373, SUNDERLAND, SR5 9PG, United Kingdom (stamp required). 
Alternatively, you can call +(44) 3457 641 6411 2.

*Bulky handling fee applies

28 Press Sheet  |  PZ074  £90.00

•  An exceptional, highly collectible keepsake, 
direct from the printing press.

•  A Press Sheet containing 12 Harry Potter 
Creatures and Beings Miniature Sheets.

•  A limited-edition of only 200 individually 
numbered souvenirs.

29 Set of 17 Postcards  |  AQ345  £7.65

•  A set of 17 postcards featuring enlarged reproductions of the 
Harry Potter main stamps and Miniature Sheet stamps – including 
a composite Miniature Sheet.

•  Perfect for collecting, framing or sending to fans of this treasured 
global series. 

30 Full First Class Sheet – Good  |  AS10700AFS  £62.50

•  A Full Stamp Sheet containing 50 First Class stamps featuring the 
characters fighting for good.

31 Half First Class Sheet – Good  |  AS10700AHS  £31.25

•  A Half Stamp Sheet containing 25 First Class stamps featuring the 
characters fighting for good.

32 Full First Class Sheet – Evil  |  AS10700BFS  £62.50

•  A Full Stamp Sheet containing 50 First Class stamps featuring the 
characters fighting for evil.

33 Half First Class Sheet – Evil  |  AS10700BHS  £31.25

•  A Half Stamp Sheet containing 25 First Class stamps featuring the 
characters fighting for evil.

An exceptional, highly collectible keepsake, 

A Press Sheet containing 12 Harry Potter 

A limited 
edition of 
just 200

Delivering more magic
Explore spellbinding stamps and collectibles 
from our previous Harry Potter collection.
Discover even more stamps, collectibles and limited-edition 
souvenirs celebrating the acclaimed series of Harry Potter films 
at royalmail.com/harrypotter2018

Immerse yourself in the wonderful world of Special Stamps and 
collectibles with a rolling subscription that lets you choose your 
favourite souvenirs for delivery each month. 
Visit royalmail.com/subscriptions for more information and call 
03457 641 641 to arrange your subscription.

If you are paying via a credit or debit card, DO NOT provide your 3 digit CVV/CVC from the back of your 
payment card when returning this form.

18 See the full range online at royalmail.com/harrypotter




